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ABSTRACT
CHARGE EXCHANGE OPTICAL PUMPING 
by
SALLIE S. TOWNSEND
The theory of resonant charge exchange optical 
pumping of an alkali atom is discussed* Using the perturbed 
stationary state approximation, a form of the scattering 
matrix is derived which includes the effect of the identical 
nuclei. With the assumptions of no ionic polarization, no 
hyperfine coherence, and the validity of the secular approxi­
mation the time dependence of the atomic density matrix is 
derived. The effects of other atomic relaxation mechanisms 
are then included. Finally, the specific example of charge
Q *7





The experimental technique of optical pumping v/as 
first proposed by Hastier in 19501. He suggested that 
atoms, whose level populations would normally follov/ the 
Boltzman distribution law, could be oriented by means of 
circularly polarized resonance radiation. Since then 
there have been numerous experiments using optical pumping 
directly to study atomic properties, and indirectly, by 
means of spin exchange or charge exchange collisions, to 
study properties of species which cannot be pumped 
directly.
Optical, pumping consists of selectively pumping a 
sublevel of the ground state by means of absorption and 
reomission of light in the presence of a constant magnetic 
field. For example, consider the level structure of a fic­
titious alhali atom which has zero nuclear spin. Choosing 
the z axis to be the direction of the magnetic field and 
subsequentlv the direction of propagation of the pumping 
light, one finds that the ground state and first excited 
state have the levels as depicted in figure 1. Now 
assume the selected level is the r>u - ‘/a. state. Then if 
one sends in polarized Dl resonant radiation v" , only one 
level of the ground state can absorb the light namely the 
rm» +'/a_ state. Since the light is assumed to be Dl
1
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3only, this is the only transition from the to the 
state such that the atom loses one unit of angular momentum. 
Once in the excited state, the populations can be partially 
rearranged by collision. The atom in the excited state 
can then reemit a photon of either polarization, thus re­
turning to either of the ground state sublevels. This 
process is shown in figure 2. The overall result is a 
decrease in the population of the sublevel and in­
crease in thew;-[level, as desired. Eventually, one 
could conceivably achieve 100% orientation of the ground 
state if there were no relaxation mechanisms trying to 
equalize the ground state populations.
The phenomenon of optical pumping has been advan­
tageously utilized in various experiments. By pumping with
2
Dl light only Franzen and Emslie were able to study the
relaxation of oriented atoms. The hyperfine frequency and
the effects of buffer gas density on this frequency have
3 4 5 6 7been investigated for many species. ' ' ' * The relaxa­
tion effect of collisions of oriented atoms with various 
types of wall coatings was studied by M. Bouchiat and 
others,8 '^ ^ ^ ^  In 1958 Dehmelt^ performed an experi­
ment which greatly broadened the field of optical pumping.
He experimentally investigated the free-electron magnetic 
moment by spin exchange optical pumping. This was achieved 
by first optically pumping the ground state of sodium. 
Unpolarized electrons then collided with the sodium, simul­
taneously disorienting the sodium and orienting the free
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5electrons* A resonant radio-frequency field was applied 
which again disoriented the free electrons so they could 
further disorient the sodium. Maximum disorientation of 
sodium and therefore maximum absorption of light from the 
incoming beam occurred when the rf field was tuned to the 
resonant frequency of the electrons, thereby yielding the 
free electron gyromagnetic ratio. Similar experiments
have since been performed utilizing spin exchange colli-
^  • 14,15,16,17,18,19 „sxons with other species. ' ' ' ' ' The theory
for spin exchange collisions has been given by Balling,
Hanson and Pipkin‘S  (referred to as BHP) and Grosset^te.^'^
22In 1959 Franzen described an experiment in which he could 
measure the spin relaxation of oriented Rb. This was 
accomplished by pumping the Rb, then turning off the pump­
ing light to let the system evolve. The light was then 
turned back on at specified times so that the relaxation 
could be monitored. This method is referred to as "relaxa- 
tion in the dark". Since then Bouchiat and Grossetete 
have suggested a slightly different experiment in which a 
very weak monitoring light was left on at all times. Only 
a few of the numerous experimental and theoretical develop­
ments in optical pumping have been mentioned here. For a 
more complete listing, the reader is referred to the
bibliographies of any of the extensive optical pumping
24 25 26reviews such as Balling, Happer, Bernheim, or Cohen-
27Tannoud^i and Kastler .
Recently another exchange process has become an
6important method of orienting the spins of atomic systems.
Charge exchange collisions can be used to investigate the
properties of ions and nuclei especially those of the
alkali atoms since their ions possess a ^Sq electronic
configuration. Although the phenomenon of charge exchange
29 30 31collisions has been known for a long time, ' ' recently
there has been a great deal of interest in both non-reso-
.32,33,34,35,363738,39 . .40.41.42,43.44,45nant • > • • • • •  and resonant ' ' ' ' •
charge exchange collisions.
Resonant charge exchange can occur when an ion and
its parent atom collide. Assume that in the center of mass
system one has an atom coming in from the left and an ion
from the right as depicted in figure 3. An ion is detected
at the detector. Since the ions are identical, there is
no way of distinguishing between them. The ion flux at
the detector is then due to both the direct and exchange
collisions. The calculation of the scattering amplitude
for the process must therefore include the effects of the
symmetry of the ions yet recognize that the ion and atom
are distinct entities, not identical particles. The total
amplitude for this process should be of the form
S  (9) ~ Sputter ■ T e x c K f l / v f f  (IT-&)
The apparatus used in charge exchange collisions
is similar to that used in spin exchange collisions. For
42 43example, Mitchell and Fortson ' use the apparatus as 
seen in figure 4. Resonant light is produced in the lamp, 
then is passed through a filter and a circular
7DIRECT
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9polarizer. The filter allows only the Dl light to pass 
to the resonance bulb in which there is alkali gas and 
He buffer gas at approximately 30 torr pressure. As the 
Dl light passes through the cell, the alkali atoms become 
oriented and the bulb becomes transparent. Alkali ions 
with a density of about 1010 ions/cc are produced in the 
sidearm. When these collide with the atoms, the atoms be­
come disoriented. A constant magnetic field of 5-10 Gauss 
is produced by Helmholtz coils, while an r-f coil is set 
up to produce an r-f field orthogonal to the constant field. 
The constant field separates the magnetic substates of the 
atom and ion and the r-f field keeps the ions unpolarized.
Specifically the problem analyzed here is that of 
relaxation of the alkali atom density matrix due to charge 
exchange collisions. In chapter II a specific form of the 
interaction potential between the atom and the ion is not 
chosen. However, it is assumed that the identity of the 
two ions has an effect on the scattering cross section.
The interaction potential between the atom and the
ion, assumed fixed at a position R for the validity of 
the adiabatic approximation, is very different depending 
on whether the ions and therefore the nuclei form a 
symmetrical or antisymmetrical state during the collision. 
Ion and nucleus can be used interchangeably here as far as 
angular momentum is concerned since the ion has a closed 
outer shell of electrons which do not interact. The 
analysis of the situation is complicated by the fact that
10
there is non-zero nuclear spin, and that the charge exchange
operator cannot be easily expressed in terms ot spin
20operators as was done by Grossetete in her analysis of 
electron spin exchange collisions where she found
ft* = £  (> + (1‘1)
However, the result of a more general analysis in Chapter 
III is an expression for the relaxation of the atomic 
density matrix under the assumptions of the secular approx­
imation and no hyperfine coherence which is far more general 
than the ones she derives. The effect of the non-zero 
nuclear spin is that there are many more energy levels
in the ground state and excited state of the atom. For a
87specific example, the energy levels of Rb ( I = 3/2 ) 
have been depicted in figure 5. Since the magnetic field 
will be assumed to be weah, the hyperfine interaction, RX-T 
predominates. The atomic Hamiltonian is
u.2)
Since J^r I is much less than / 5 s / , the nuclear term
may be ignored. Hhon the magnetic field is weah, the 
beeman term can be evaluated by first order perturbation 
theory to be
- u n a F X '
^  (1.3)
where the Higncr-Kchart theorem, equation (A.5) in
Appendix A, yields
11
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a ~ Q  - F  (F ■+•) + *5 C s ■/■/) - J Z(T4-<>
3 F & -------------------------- /i \a f  { f +\) (1.4)
8 7For the case of Rb with s ■* 'A. and 2-- SA , one finds
3e to be
3, s ' ^ ^  i  (1-5)
The atomic Hamiltonian is then
V, S - y&a F  - Ha (1.6)
with energy levels
eFn = A [ P l f -t-0 - n r  - j ^  (1.7)
After the effect of just charge exchange collisions
is found, the contribution of other atomic interactions,
such as wall and buffer gas collisions and the interaction
with the pumping light are included in Chapter IV. The
time dependence of the density matrix is then again found
with these effects included. Finally, the specific 




When considering a rearrangement collision, such 
as ft -t — * ft* -b , one must recognize that the prob­
lem is primarily a three body problem. Therefore, it is 
extremely difficult to solve. One standard approximation, 
valid for slow collisions between atoms and ions, is the 
perturbed stationary state (P.S.S.) method (also referred 
to as the adiabatic approximation). It is similar to the 
Born-Oppenheimer method for dealing with bound states of 
diatomic molecules. In this approximation it is assumed 
that the ionic kinetic energies are so small compared with 
the electronic energy that the problem is first solved 
with the ionic kinetic energy ignored completely, thereby 
making the ionic separation /t a parameter not a 
dynamical variable. Then, if desired, the ionic kinetic 
energy can be treated as a perturbation. The approxima­
tion is a fairly good one in this case as electronic 
energies are typically on the order of a few electron 
volts and the collisions are occurring at room temperature.
In order to take advantage of the P.S.S. method, 
one must first transform to coordinates so that the ionic 
kinetic energy term can be dropped from the Schrodinger 
equation. Then assume a form for the wave function and 
apply the boundary conditions. Finally, form the density
14
matrix and sum over all unwanted coordinates, leaving an 
atomic spin space density matrix parameterized in terms 
of scattering phase shifts.
The Hamiltonian for the problem can be symbolically 
written in terms of the coordinates for the three particles;
 ^ + &. + ~V (tA) + Vg ■+ (2 1)
a-Mt me, s
+ U  (fie - &
where all the coordinates for the problem are defined in 
figure 6. In order to cast the Schrodinger equation into 
the correct form, two coordinate transforraations must be 
made. First, one must transform to the center of mass of 
the ions and their vector separation:
^ e - M* ^  ffft- Pfl - " ?
v (2.2a)
-s________ —? ^  -r?}
K ’ *a - p* '■ ”3 P*e * p
Then treat the center of mass of the ions as if it were 
one particle and combine it with the electron in the same 
fashion as the previous transformation:
—>
■fie + ^  PfiB ' 0*2 PCAi- f’CH ___________________ _
~ " Mrar
^ ren (2.2b)
Ft ~ jfc - ive ■+ P'
f~i+oT
Under these two transformations the Hamiltonian becomes
to - Pcm t + (Aa )-f (*?h ) ■* (2.3)
3-Mror 3.M
+ U(H)






























In the coordinate representation, the Schrodinger equation 
is then (setting k ~ 1 ):
( - v /  _  v /  _  v ;  +  < * n >  -r
i n,„ 2 m j/t
(2.6)
c/(x)l ~ f  < * ! , # , Et o t Y ,x '
Where E^ot is the total energy of the atom-ion system.
Note that the center of mass coordinate does not appear in 
the Hamiltonian and is therefore an ignorable coordinate. 
Total momentum is thus conserved during the scattering. 
Remove the center of mass dependence by assuming that the 
wave function has the following form:
r e (st , it*) then obeys
f-JL? - 3 ? -t v A &  S) -t-VL (2t it) + U ( r ) ) W i n ,  g) =
( 2/1 zf. ) s (2.7)
=  e  % ( z ,  &■>
17
2 .
v:here E~ = ^to-t ' ^CjLt ' 3 MroT is the available energy
in the center of mass system.
In general, equation (2.7) cannot be solved exactly. 
It is at this point that one employs the P.S.S. method.
The first term in (2.7) is the relative hinctic energy of 
the two ions and may be assumed small; it is therefore 
ignored. This then allows one to write the equation
£(K) - V *  (%+ ) - V s ( 7ll) I X ( jlj F) - O (2.s)
where 6 (ft) is tie energy of the electron for fixed 
ionic separation R , and ILCst, R) the associated 
eigenfunction. IToto that this is tie same as Mott and 
Massey’s equation (XV. 01) At this point ignore the com­
plication of the identity of the ions. It will be included 
later.
Assume that before and after collision the atom is 
in its ground state. Then, for a given energy 2 there arc 
two permissible asymptotic states; cit’cr the electron is 
associated with ion. A or with ion A. The admissible solu­
tions of (2 .8 ) must therefore asymptofically approach either 
of those states or a linear combination of them:
fe IJC,K) - F, &> 2,(2 K) + /C (g’j (Z‘, R) (2.9)
where the F's are expansion coefficients and depends on 
the parameter F  . Nov/ that the general form of the solution 
is bnown, the effect of the identity of the ions can be 
tahcn into account. At this point spin must also be tahcn
18
into account. The interaction potential U(fc) between the 
ions depends strongly on whether the two ions from a sym­
metric (total nuclear spin odd) or antisymmetric (even) 
state. As a result there are two molecular wave functions; 
one is symmetric under spatial exchange of the two nuclei 
( ;the gerade state) and the other is antisymmetric
{ ~ X ; ungerade) . Since the center of mass wave function 
is clearly symmetric, and the spin and molecular wave func­
tions possess symmetry properties, the expansion coefficients 
must also be symmetrized so that the total wave function is 
antisymmetric. To accomplish this, one must know more about 
the F 's . To determine an equation for F(k ) , use the
assumed form of solution (2.9) in equation (2.7), as in
46section XV.2.21 of Mott and Massey. The resulting equa­
tion is
Xj [ v# * k % - Z M  (U<R> -f & €j (fiJ)] F3 + Z %  F3 -Vn X3 
/■ Fj + Xu L V# + i Z~ 2 M  I ViR) + *£k (R))] -+
(2.10)
where
E  » A  +£(•*) ; a e9 (r) = - & (*»)
and [ V# }2/^  - V A tZ.Z) - V0 (7l,$)+ =
Since X ^  and "%^  possess opposite parity, any integral
involving one of each is zero. Therefore, multiply equa­
tion (2.10) first by X g and integrate over /£> , then
19
do the same thing with 7 ^  . Using /  3 t  %  , 1 ,
one finds
( V- C - 2 M { v  (r ) -t a  * (/?;)) ^  ^ y  = o (2.ii)
(. * J ^
Equation (2.11) is a Schrodinger like equation with 
"potential" 1/ (&) A  £$iU (k ) which vanishes for large /? , 
Therefore Fa, (-&■) can be written asymptotically asJt ^
, ?'£■& ■)
(^7— * c /-/- + i$,u. [ ' J (2.12)
R-* ^  L ft
where C in the normalization constant and depends
upon whether one uses continuous or box normalization.
Note that F (R>) contains the scattering angle information, 
The symmetrized and normalized F is
p ‘ „ c / 7 F /*K,S .1(2.13a)
F9,uU > ^ - r ?  ( *  * *
with
/  I A  - {$*. ( A  / j  u (£, V - & )  (2.13b)
S,*-
Denote by ^(^C) the atomic v/ave function. Then
£  £ t < * J  + ]
(2.14)
^  (7C' e > ^  (X* J -  4S ( <  )J
20
All ingredients for construction of the full v/avo function
are not; ready. The spatially symmetrised functions are
'/'e (PC, Z)-- x 3 CH)
(2.15)
V 0 tZ, R )  ' *3 (i,*) +  R)
In th.c center of mass system the full wave function is
%  tz, 1 i  u,g>p„ ■+ f ^ g j p j )  n y >
\ *C • «. L) )
'.i.crc the P's arc projection operators onto symmetric (P$) 
and antisymmetric ( Pa ) spin states and where / )*
represents the initial spin state
/ ^ > r Z  CCx.JV*; !***; Z, «x, \ ^  M x )>
For large P. (2.1G) becomes
Inspection of (2.17) will suggest that there is a better
set of projection operators with which one can e::prcss the
wave function. One of then is the identity operator
JC - Ps -+■ Ffl , and the other is the exchange operator
p _ tp p . The nhvsical basis for its name '..-ill
r£K - rs r4
he clear from inspection of (2.10b). It has the effect of 
interchanging f  e nuclear spins
21
' (-Pt -Pa ) /x,«,In *'
' (PS + P») ZT /*,> -
X M
In terns of these operators the wave function becomes
^  ^
<L { J. r 7 h ^
j r t  *«<**)[* + j l  n  ( * • * ) ] -  {2b18)
jt /- v f ~ “I h




~  J  f  ^ ^  W )  ^  ^ &) }( 2 .19b)
rr fp (e) — -fex (tt-e) Pg * 
as T.:as suggested on page G,
: : o t 7 that the wave function is hnovn, one can cal­
culate the quantity of interest, namely (^f I )spin space 
due to charge c::chango collisions. Follov/ing the method of 
DIIT taho the outer product of the v.Tave function and trace 
over all unwanted coordinates leaving only spin dependence 
in the density matri;:.
Since the tv/o ions are identical, care must bo 
tahcn v/hcn perforniug the trace; properly symmetrized basis 
states mu.st be used. The correct states can most easily 
be found b •
22
looking at the asymptotic form of the wave function, ignor­
ing the scattered term. In momentum space the initial and 
final wave functions can be written:
(2 .20)
1 it') 5 +  / -  * • ’ ;  >  Pe x  ]  /
1 I Xp I Z„>
where an °Perator an spin space and
/*.> <2-21
where
^  ^  1 - C -f- H « t6))
■i. ' J (2.22)
Since there are no other atomic states of interest besides 
the ground state, there is no sum over atomic states and 
the spin space density matrix after collision is
^  4  (2-23>
One can take advantage of the symmetry properties of the 
inner products and the orthogonality of the atomic wave 
functions in (2.23). By orthogonality
4  (.£)'[<■?; *,l + reJ *
* L i t £ ;  4* > +  / ^ > ; ^ > P ^ 7 / ^ > t2‘24) 
=  i t  < - c ' l - f i > ]  / * / >
23
The two terms in brackets are equal to each other since 
the inner product must be invariant with respect to reflec­
tion of the coordinate system. Therefore
<4 4 ?-1 > = < £ ' > % + y nt-e > <2,25)
Similarly
(2-26>
The resulting density matrix after collision is thus
p -- z  < % , ) £ ' >  <2 -27>
where
^  - / X ' X t J  (2.28)
The problem therefore has an effective wave function
Y " ( K ; X , V )-. i g >  1-X,y  ( 2 - 2 9 )
which may be treated as if there were no identical 
particles involved in the collision process. The effect 
of the antisymmetry of the nuclei is entirely contained 
within the scattering matrix A7 , equation (2.19).
If one were to say that / iMg ^ f X0 ) S'
where
I •$')-€> ' ^ (2.30)
f 2jri fayi1 I J(e -€'} < E'l Hit? >
[/fJL )
24
then equation (2.27) is just equation (18) of BHP^. 
Following their analysis, one then finds that the change 
in the density matrix due to charge exchange collisions is
(2.31)
where the normalization factor C was chosen to be ^/_TL 
By expressing M  in terms of the gerade and ungerade 
phase shifts
(*)' J- Z. (2/h )Ijl * -l) P{u>£(*i) (2.32)
i96
which is legitimate because of the form of equation (2.12), 
one can write equation (2.31) in terms of these phase shifts, 
To see this, introduce the symmetric and antisymmetric 
scattering amplitudes
/»">-■ k  {£ < • ’ 4 £ V J  ; i s ' * * ' i t & * ' 4 (2 •331
so that
M  (0) - (&) -i- Fs (2.34)
These two amplitudes can also be expanded in terms of
, <?
phase shifts since, for example, in ^ p r o v i d e s  
all the even terms and therefore all the even phase shifts
O
and > t i^e ones. Denoting these phase shifts
by and cf^ , one finds
25
% )  -- [iHCPe.'p) * Pexf>Pe, -p ]
‘C£ JTL J (2.35)
where
<rc£ - -£• I J R  1 4 s (e) ~
(2.36)
n %  Z- (2.1 H) 57/7 1 )
l=o ** *
and
K ~r ■ ^  Z- (*X*<)siK2lSl-Al) (2.37)
<fic 1*0
Equation (2.35) thus gives the desired change in the spin 
space density matrix for like atoms and ions undergoing 
charge exchange collisions.
The formula for the scattering matrix M(&) de­
rived here correctly corresponds to the previously published 
cross sections. Since they are given for spinless 
particles, set f^-0 and 1 in the analysis to find
an effective wave function for comparison purposes. Once 
the correspondence is made, one can see that, aside from 
normalization, the unsymmetrized wave function implied by
46(2.17) is the same as Mott and Massey's equation (XV.103).
The charge exchange cross section (2.36) is seen to be the
same as their equation (XV.Ill) and equation (54) of Massey 
29and Smith. In order to see that the results agree with 
47Geltman , one must first make the following correspondence 
between his notation and the notation used here
' (2.38)
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This can be seen to be true from several sets of correspond­
ing equations;using jthe fact that ^
i Z ’K r (2/4i\ .





iX J_ L> u Lilatement concerning the cross section formula (23.20) 
which is in the same paragraph, as equation (23.23) is also 
correct: let Q go to - e in the integral. Then
/  d R  {*(&) = —  Jc/fi f i e )  °
The total cross section for the snin aero case is then
T " ^P/eetr c7e-KCHA*u <£ e ' ^ xc.u a  tv c &  (2.3°)
To find the total cross section for the case with nuclear 
spin, one must evaluate
^  P  M + Ml «-> / X-sStT/Ac f > ,
7 (2.40)
for tl:o case a I: ’.and. If one assumes that the ion and
atom nro initially unpolnrined, evaluation of (2.40) using 
equation (2.34) for / V(-£,0) gives the same result as 
Mott and Massey’s equation (XIX.53)
d j L " ^ 6 u f el1 <2-41>
Now that the contribution to c|o/^as a result
27
of charge exchange collisions has been established, it 
will be utilized in the following chapters to find the 
time development of the atomic density matrix.
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CHAPTER III
TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE DENSITY MATRIX
DUE TO CHARGE EXCHANGE COLLISIONS
In the previous chapter the form for the contri­
bution of the time development of the density matrix due 
to charge exchange collisions was found to have the follow­
ing form:
To this term will now be added the time development of an 
isolated atom. Assuming for the present that one can ignore 
all other interactions, one can find the form for the time 
development of several angular momentum expectation values,
tions used are the validity of the secular approximation 
for this problem and the lack of hyperfine coherence in the 
ground state. The secular approximation, which is discussed 
in Appendix B,assumes that the time evolution of the density 
matrix is primarily due to the atomic Hamiltonian. The 
lack of hyperfine coherence is due to the fact that 
between collisions there is no term in the Hamiltonian to 
connect hyperfine states, so they evolve independently of 
each other and the hyperfine coherence averages to zero.
The problem is solved by first transforming to the inter­
action representation after which one applies the above
(3.1)
specifically <s ? , < 5 ^  , < f, J , and . The assump-
29
two cipprox imations.
Since there are three fundamental angular momenta 
in this problem, the question arises as to how to combine 
them. The coupling for the charge exchange collisions is 
that of combining the two nuclear spins to form a total ZT 
and to leave the electron spin -5~ as another variable. 
However, since the rest of the interactions are either 
atomic or ionic and the hyperfine interaction is the 
predominant term in the atomic Hamiltonian, the IS£tF ®  Hi 
representation is chosen, By forming the outer product of 
these states, one can express operators in terms of these 
basis states. The natural basis for the problem at hand is, 
however, a linear combination of these outer products, the 
spherical tensor operators, since when using the new basis, 
one can conveniently deal with nuclear spins such as 3/2.
For given angular momenta T and J~ with projections ^  and
' the corresponding basis operators are the spherical
tensor operators o component ?■ Tc? (r s 'J
%
7 -L 7 ' \ v— :-- . , „ „




Since both the basis spherical tensor operators
and arbitrary spherical tensor operators vzill be discussed,
the follov/ing notation v;ill be used:
Tji (fl'J is a basis operator of ran]; / and component^
T is an arbitrary operator of rank £ and com-
0
p orient ^
Air^  operator acting in the space spanned by those 
o-oorators can bo expressed in terms of them:
ft -- f7 A *  q  aj (P n b  <3-s>
KQ
■■/hare £  (7 ,^i J -n/ tllc orthogonality relation­
ship (3.3). Hore specifically, the atomic density matrix 
can be cfivcn b” an. expansion in. terms of those operators:
/°. " fr. A b ^ ,J (ff'IFt'
K <?
KQ Lr/ ' 'KQ * 1 r i (3.3)
.ere
Ta -^ o, T k +9 (.FF') = (3.7)
The ionic density matrix obeys a similar equation in its 
space. The spin states, therefore, can be described bv the 
multipolo polarisations t'ie state, when the
arguments of the tensor operators are the same, they have 
a physical interpretation, as can be soon b- inspecting 
table A.1 in Appendix A: TZ0 (FF) is proportional to the
identity operator, /; ^  (f F J is proportional to the
0
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polarization and so on. Identities used here for
the spherical tensor operators are also given in Appendix 
A with outlines of their proofs.
The fundamental equation that will be used to find 
the time development of the various operators and, 
therefore, the atomic density matrix is
f r n * ‘ ( # 1
with )C€ given by equation (3.1) and A^. the
density of ions. Since no observables simultaneously measur­
ing both the atomic and ionic system will be calculated, it 
is reasonable to assume that the system density matrix can 
be written as
/° 5 /?■*• ' ®  (3.9)
The average value of an operator acting on the atomic system 
only would then be
< a,y - T . p Q ,  f,
(3.10)
where I jl ^  - I .
At this point it is advantageous to remove the time 
dependence due to the atomic Hamiltonian by passing to the 
interaction representation.
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i ' t - ?' U, ?
- JL ft X  (3.11)
The time development of is then found by inserting
(3.11) into equation (3.8). The transformation was defined 
such that the commutators would cancel yielding
(3.12)
/ 14where the s are defined as in BHP
= Tjvt.
" /</z.2 /^x (3.13a)
f *  = r*-L 
with
_  t"#,* ,
^  /*' A  (3.13b)
The time constant H  is given by
/V  =  n -l Wx 
T (3.14)
In order to find the time dependence of various 
atomic parameters, one must first write equation (3.12) in 
a form such that it may be easily manipulated. Since the 
angular momentum involved is the nuclear spin, not the 
electron spin, it is too difficult to write in terms
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of the nuclear spin operators themselves as can be done in 
spin exchange theory, a spin one-half system. For this 
reason, will be expressed in terms of the spherical
tensor operators.
Recall that the exchange operator P?* is defined as
This can be written as
f r *  ' E  L  £  H M ' x r M i  n
* ( 3 * 1 6 )
where X - 31, + 37-^
This can be rewritten in terms of the 3^ 's as 
(using A.13)
*?eA " Z S i  J IX M><rM 1 - 5 £  ri + f-l)1] * 1> -4 XM
T ' (3.17)
- "• 2_ (-) U d > < r M |
I H
- - t; 0 (rj)
Note that the electron spin has been suppressed in the 
derivation of the charge exchange operator as charge 
exchange collisions do not immediately affect the electron 
spin. It can now be included in terms of the electron spin 
identity matrix:
rf * = ®  a  - r») ,
(3.18)
= - £(')X 1  l x t + 0 ( t. s + t) TO0 tss)  T00(ZX)
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Equation (3.18) is not in the correct coupling scheme for 
the problem at hand. Therefore, Toa^ x) must be expanded 
in terms of its constituent nuclear spins X, and and
then terms in X, and X  recombined to yield Pex in terms 
of Cfp') and X<.'q ' ) • From equation (A.17) in
Appendix A, (XX) can be expressed as a product of
tensor operators for the two individual X  '_s as
The 3-J and 9-J symbols can be evaluated by means of (A.12) 
and (A.34) to give
T  Cn; -- (-> x06
(3.20)
* YJxTT f I] 
i i ,  i, i j
By inserting (3.20) into (3.18) one finds (noting that 
since I - i):I X  ^  '
i
?t * = ^ s) Tk? <-i 'x ') rk - s a *
(3.21)
#- rrs+i1 z  (zx+i)
The sum over X  can be immediately performed by means of 
(A.35):
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fe* ~ 'f- t * % o  T x s T T
H  4 7 (3.22)
The atomic part of (3.22) can be reexpressed by means of 
(A.18)
i r+K-Fj  +C Qj______________________
T  /<:<.) T, /V r ) ' 21 (" 1 i  (iFtDtzF'-ttJ (z-L-ti) (Z^i> ) ’ *
>06 ' k f  K Q t
F F ' (3.23)
* ( o JL K
r A  * iU  q - a /
Again with the aid of (A.12) and (A.34) one can write
F+X, + S + &.
' H  l - w  = ^  ' !kc> C P F ' ) *
(3.24)
r0o (ss) TXq {x^,) - 2- H
*- ~il(ZF +0C zF  UP ' I  ^  ^
| (2-S + i) ( f ' X , i
The exchange operator can now be written in terms of atomic 
and ionic coordinates as
CFfI, 1 5 +  1 3 +  [0]
F f
(3.25)
* 1 ( i f +>Hz f  ’ -h i )1 ( 11 F S  )
I F' X . h  J
36
or
£ * '  lPF,> n * ( F F '-'i-) (3-26)
FF*
with
P+T. + S + k
-jtzF-i-1) izr V t) |
F 1 jr. £
Equation (3.26) for /?* can now be used in equations (3.13) 




p *  * <3-28>
Inserting (3.26) into (3.28), one finds
P * - L {')!> ^  (3.29)
Ft '
Recalling (3.9) and (3.10), one can now write p  ^ as
f>* - j U r ?  <TL'$ iXtJ^ y > f°,~l (3.30)
F f
Next consider ^  ;
(3.31)
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Now inserting (3.26) into (3.31) one finds
Q + rv\
£ <r) i e " *
p f ' p *** ( 3.32)
M. Ta v [ 7^ (?(*') T^_c, (X'ZT%) ^>,1_ 7~jtm /= (lzXi)J
By using the property of the trace that 'fc.fled-T^C.AS , (3.32) 
becomes
t*
P^ '-h, f Cr> *
ft’ t?,- (3.33)
* Ttnl (f "!=•■') ( ' ^ ( i A ) r t .J d A ) >
Equations (3.30) and (3.33) give the general forms
to be used in (3.12) in conjunction with (3.13b) for the
effect of charge exchange collisions on the atomic density 
matrix.
1. Ionic Density Matrix
Now make the assumption that the polarization and 
all higher multipole moments of the ion may be kept zero 
experimentally. In that case, only the <T0o(iziz)y term 
is non-zero. Since X/i ^  - X t
P  ' , = = ,  % o  (3.34)
1 Y ^ T T
and
< T k 4 0 <4 (3.35)
y z z
As a result of this assumption, which is the same assumption
 ^ 20 /V
made by Grossetete in her spin exchange analysis, ^
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vanishes. This can be seen by inspection of (3.30). Since 
and ■= o
[!<",/>,] = ° (3-36)
To find ^  under this assumption, one must reexpress 
C77 7/ in terms of a sum of T. by means
JL'f*i fi
of (A.15) and pick out the T0o LT^x^ ) term:
[ziJ + C q !
*■<? (3.37)
But from (3.35)
*ilzjl + ,) Lz-L +,)[2K+,) U  JL k \ i J L l  K
\ $ 4 I I





<re-„ t. (!,*,>> = ^ i u *')iz^ h )' (-)
*- t ] 2XZ+I
* / JL 0 ) i I iu O 
{ ^ O J ( x^. li j
The 3-J symbol is given by (A.12) and the 6-J symbol by 




Therefore, using (3.39) in (3.33) ^  becomes
p *  , r  C "  f ■fejr-r';*) f eJ r-f ". £' ) *
• f ;
(3.40)
V rk1 IF?'} f, T±.f (?'■?'")
The result is that in this approximation,
M  Cfi -/?«J (3-41'
d ^
■ t '•>■€ 1 £ ^7 ,^-i s? ,
with ^  = £, f 3, a /> given by
(3.40). Taking matrix elements of (3.41), one finds




l2tI F " W ‘><F*'v»'" I T  (F"'F‘)I F Vw ’> t- >1
* Te< (FF"^
Equation (3.42) is the general form for the develop­
ment of a matrix element of the atomic density matrix in the 
interaction representation due to charge exchange collisions.
2. Atomic Density Matrix - 
Application of the Secular Approximation
In the secular approximation it is assumed that 
since >? the primary time dependence of <f-m  /p, I
is e+-f [' V (£ffi '£f/„ J  . This implies that the primary varia­
tion of <?f m  / t / /=' ^ ' > is due to the nonoscillatory 
terms on the right. This in turn implies that the exponential
40
term must be unity:
Therefore, putting (3.43) into (3.42):
<L !?’*'> ■* j^ <FH I / F'M‘>
(3.44)
f- ^<Fn)Tu (FF'')lF'W'><F"w"i/Pl tF"W" >_ )a *
1 2T.+ I
* \Tk (F'V) 1 F W >
Upon transformation back to the Schrodinger picture, equation 
(3.44) becomes
J i < r » l p ,  £  ! < " » / / > ,  (3-45)
■ ^  rF"m " L < F M  I Tk (FF'‘) ! F “ n" > < P " M  " / /5) J k, ^  w- / j//- - f -w t^
F
f '~F z. e '
* %
3
* C->* < F'" j rk^ L F ‘" F ' )l F ‘n ’> J L J  FF'j £  ) f a  W ; 4 . ) j
21,+ '
The restriction is the same in either picture, and
!!“» ’> - ff„„ I <F»ir. !/>'*■><,W p
f"> m‘" I t n IF'"™'"} *■
e"-£"'~, E ' £ '  
k 4-
41
The exponential is missing due to the secular approximation. 
In order to use equation (3.46), the matrix elements must 
be evaluated according to (3.2) and the explicitly
expressed according to (3.27).
r




l u  j * jl u - j  (3#47)
r F ^  + 4 _________   (x, ilfr_iF,,Vl''fJ + 5— ------ -
L icie-mn f " + 0  ( f ' '
Since x, and -S’ arc both half integral, the combination 
t  ! + 5 is an integer and the total phase factor can thus
bo written, using the notation of Appendix A, page S3,
4 _- + c f j  + -tr-^n -f
+ [ f 1"] +  c t ,+o  +  r O
(3.4C)
At this point no further reduction of (3.47) can bo made, 
h o; :r i 11 c n , i t i s
-f >»1 + M-l
4 P<*i \ p*- I F 'no ' > - ZT (“J (z-6+lJ. , " / p< .t-A:Ar
^  J ( 3 * 4 9 )
u ,__________________ ,/p A p" \(f'"-L f1 ]( z>r s)(£,?,''s
* ^  j(.^_^,)tF .I(-i
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3. Time Development of
Since the charge exchange operator is independent 
of the axis of orientation, partial traces over rt can be 
performed easily. As a result consider the time dependence 
of the following arbitrary spherical tensor atomic operator
< ' 2T <fMf^ Ta(,c) tF (3.50)
Similarly define
-  Z1 <FH IPe T  (e) }FM>
Q ? m  > * (3.51)
By inserting a complete set of states in (3.51) and using the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem (A.5) one finds
<r0llc%  r 2- <Fwl iF'stOC-* if' K F j <F'JJT(HUI F> (3.52)
Equation (3.49) may be inserted into (3.52) to give
^  f' _______________________
~ A  ,, 4 F HTCOll —  y F-n)(aF '■+ >)(z.F"-# i J(ZF 1) ’ W
r r p  *^r 4*1
secu<.*e ftp re ax. ‘ (3.53)
* 
tv\
2- L-” < F 'W ' \p I F " ' r * 0  z  (2<+i) (  (f w -l>s ')
1 ^  [ i . f i j f j ,  f t ]
,  z  i f  x f \  I r i. ? “ \f f
V - tyi' Q nn /[-r* £ f ry>
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Define the following sum which incorporates all the phase 
factors and 3-J symbols in (3.53)
K A U  L F-)  < 3 . 5 4 ,
Since £ , rvi a n d W  are just dummy summation variables, change 
the sign on all three and permute the first 3-J symbol:
J- e i  £/-> / p K p M / p X  //='''X p' \(3*55)
?'r’* \ -^ KVl'/ifVl
The sum J1 is now in a form where (A.16) can be used to give
s *  / ' ■ * - " ' *  * *  A ' - X P " )  h m K e ‘ t < 3 . 5 6 ,
I ( F -U. F\
Upon replacing the sura ^  into (3.53) one has
<rA (*'f ~ 2- < f 'IITK)IIF> ii2.fi +ot ?p'*f)(z.<s"+/)( if " V , J'
<? 'p F V -»r    *
sect/can PPPnoK. I
*r <F"n“lfll r ‘"ry,‘"> I X F" L < 3 . 5 7 ,
\-m"‘ q M" I
*Z I-)1 iU.fl) f p I. S ) ( F'"l,s j ( r'"' K r"
4. I I : F" & J  [l, f '< J I F S’- f'
The sum over it, can immediately be performed by using (A.36)
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s' = z I p i, * ) ( p"' i.-f)(F'
^  I J  , f" & J I x ,  F '  £ J ( Is
... K p..
£  r .
u(U,) r, F-'J 
J* I p  I.-4
I, F"'XF" K F'"
[ F' -tc F J If'
- (-)
K + F " + X , - f  F '+ F + S+F  + 5 +  3T, K F F "i
(3.58)
r , s s
The phase factor can be reduced by noting that since x, and 
S are half integral, then X. + -S must be an integer so
/
As a result one can write S as
K + F"+F' + F’,, + r
5 = H /< p "  p 
i, i 5"
S }< s  
F'X.F
(3.59)
and inserting this back into (3.57), one finds
<T.iK)f  - T- <F'IIT(^I|F> 7(zF+»Xz.F'-H) l7LF"'-bi) ' A
9 F F'ff" **, + /
SCCUt<t8 ftPPftOK.
* (-)
K p " F 
x. 5 S ,





* Z <? "►Vi" I/? IF '">■*> c- )
I '
By recalling from Chapter I,equation (1.7), that the energy 
levels are linear in m  and by inspection of equations (3.52) 
and (3.60) one sees that the secular approximation is auto­
matically satisfied as far as the M  dependence and the re­
striction is really on the F  ‘ s
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By choosing specific ~Tq Lk)'s one can derive their 
time dependence in terms of ecxuation (3.60). The equation 
that these observables must obey is, from (3.50)
£.<T-(k)X- Z < r M il£i T0iK.)tFM >
d-i m  e M  (3.61)
Before deriving the tine development of a tensor
operator from equation (3.61), one must make one more
assumption, that of no hypcrfinc coherence. This is the
2 0same assumption that Grossctetc uses for spin exchange 
collisions. Mathematically, this means that
IF “m "> - SF,,F„ <F"M"'l/Ol }F"n'‘> (3.62)
Due to the secular approximation this immediately implies
that
P ' F  ' (3.63)
Physically, it means that different hyperfine states evolve 
independently of each other betv/een charge exchange 
collisions. Under this approximation, the defining relation­
ships for the expectation values (3.50) and (3.51) can be 
written
d l - Z  ( <p m \ \FM '><F M ' / Tq Cc) \F My ( 3 #64)
and
^ £  <f"M 1 fZ 1 F m ' X F M ’I T0 t,<)i P M >
p mn' ' 9 ' (3.65)
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Under this approximation one may also rev;rite (3.60) as
- CF lirtiOl! F> C2 Fj-i) (~)h f 6 * S *
^ F / L F  JT, F J
(2r'+,) (3.SO)
*  r  c-iF u r V / )  f *  F_" ? ZT < F " rw '■ I/O, I F  " fV7"0 *
pH I ^ ./
*  < F ,,m'" ) T q £k J> | t= M rn " >
<F"||rCK)ll F " >  
where the Uigner-Echart theorem (A.5) was used on the 3-J 
svmbol. By recalling (3.64) one can see that the sum over 
m",**"1 can he replaced bv <!T<jfi<:}')> /( . Therefore (3.66)
jocomcs
(«)>* - c f i|rc«)K f> c- )F ( s P *
(2.X,+ I ) L P  5 l< J
23 (-)F C2.F "-^0 I 6 tF " J-< ) %  " (3.67)
f" E f" 3- k j ^ F "|fr(<j(lt=">
Recalling equation (1.6) from Chapter I,
&  ' ' S —  /*o 3F (3.68)
(3.61) can he rewritten as
^ V h V -  f/, <?<r9(K^  _ (3-65)
~ ~r [ <rQC>c)X  - < Tf C £))>% J
Cy
Consider first the case of /\ - o and <9 - o . Equation (3.67) 
becomes in this case
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 ^T0 /o)>e - <  F  » T( O I F >  (r ) C j - f  •»*>. ( S  F  X' 1 y
P UI.-'-'J I F 5 O J
* £  C-/ UF'+i) * lr‘U )\« (3.70)
p " F 5 0 J < F . ||rf<y |( p'.^
One can evaluate the G-J symbol from (A.33). The result
l;
( T6^a)^ >C - <F IIT(°J[IF> 1 * F -f i
F (lE,+ i) ( 2 S + 0
(3.71)
T-./o obvious ch.oices for 7^ (o) are T.{f) and t i-~S . 
Recall the definition of X(f=7 (A.3.3):
T o a ( P  FJ (3.72)
Using equation (3.71) one finds that the e::changc hyperfine 
populations are given by
<rF Je -- ----- -
(tr, + <) ( 2. 5 -t I ) (3.73)
■./here <f|I ill F) - Vzf 4- > ' . C^ pJ is seen to be the equili­
brium value of the hyperfine populations, as expected, since 
charge exchange collisions tend to disorient the atoms.
Again using (3.71) one can find the average value 
of the operator X  , ■ s due to exchange:
<X' 3 t  = ' T w t (3.74)
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where <Fiij,-Tlir> = £ [ F(F4i)-x,u -h) -s(£+i}j 7i f  + /'
Since one can find the exchange term for any zeroth 
rank tensor, the time development of this tensor can 
immediately be found from (3.69) and the initial conditions. 
Specifically
with given by initial conditions. Equation (3.77) 
states that under the influence of charge exchange colli­
sions alone the expectation value of any zeroth rank tensor 
operator decays with one time constant which is independent 
of the specific hyperfine level chosen. If one sums 
equation (3.77) over all hyperfine levels, one can say 
that the overall expectation value behaves in the same 
fashion. Note that this agrees with the two specific cases
a 20given by Grossetete for electron spin exchange collisions.
±  <%<°)\ = [ <T,m)F - <T0h»ff ] (3.75)
But from equation (3.71) <"r0'e,)p is a constant, so the
general form for the time development of a ( T0 (o is
(3.76)
The solution of this equation is
<Ta ( o ) \  jl (3.77)
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ITo\j consider an operator S Q «) that is a tensor
operator of ran’; K and component <? acting only in S
space. From (A.29) its reduced matri:: element is
S+T'tF+K
t r i l S f . k O I l F ' ) *  ir) UF+0 I * F ^  \ISLK)W 5> (3.73)
ve
Urn on insertion of (3.73) into (3.G7), one finds that I"
is proportional to the total value of not just
the value for a specific P  .
< s u y f  , e  ( * F 1 ■ ] %
U  37,41) I F S k J
T- I t ' s x )  < S * C,C)>Z1 ----------- <3 - 79'
Upon performing the obvious cancellations, one finds
< - V K»* " A l b b L  ( SPJ:‘] < S QU)> <3.80) 
P (ZX, + ,) I P S KJ O '
The differential equation for the time development of <C 
then becomes
± .  r a < * - < * 3.81)
Since 9(: in the first term of (3.31) possesses a 
complicated dependence, consider the case for Q = o ,
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To solve this first sum over all f to find the time depen­
dence of <T (Oy • Then use that value in (3.81) to see 
how the individual <$0(k ))f 's behave.
t  <S0UOy - -1 f f - £ u f *o x Is F x fj <SgCK))
dt ? f (2cl-n) [ F S k J J
(3.82)




t: s i [' - £  i m f ]  ( 3 - 84)
The equation for 50 W ) F is then
/f,<3-85)
The solution to (3.85) can be found by regrouping the 
equation and integrating.
i  r « *  « « . ) •  i  ‘l i
which gives, upon integration
<st (*)> - JL
0 p
or, multiplying through by the factor in front
M  r
<VjO)f = e <Sot ^  +
I l & y  C J
F (3.88)
+ r x
+ j2 I < X  (K)) + [ p S it Jxa k
i-o r (if'+')x f £ r'z ]1 
?• [ F' s kJ
For Q c one must again employ the secular 
approximation. Recall equation (3.81) for <Xq
-- + j. * PK  <X q  (*)>
where
= /<, 9f H’> 4 (3.89a)
and
( X F T  ) (3.89b)
^r+/) ( f~ S K
Since ‘ /r <<■ urF(^  , the primary time dependence of 
is due to the oscillation from the Zeeman term. Remove this 
dependence by setting
. N “ I j  f  . /
 ^Sq tK)%  ' ^  <S4 (fc]yF
(3.90)
Then by putting (3.90) into (3.81), one finds that (k))'
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obeys
Tt <s^ Ky>p = 'f- ^ U K  +  ^  (3,91)
Since
f#e>> = 2" - £  & <r^ 4 (*J>
F' F P ' F
one can write (3.91) as
/<. ^iS' (3.92)
i I ^ y >) PQ i
d  i - 1 /i— /_..) s<. /*<iV 4- T  s e  i p  (3.93)
d-k
<Sq Ck)Y r - L (l-^) <Sq (*)> + <V*P.
? T  F'*F P
The F's F term in the sum has been specifically extracted 
because it will be shown that the contribution of the re­
maining sum is negligible. Equation (3.93) can be solved 
by iteration and with this in mind, rewritten as
£  [ J 1 t  < ,y 13,94)
d* J r 9 F'
Equation (3.94) can be integrated to give
- J- (/ - r t
< -*9 (k)^ -z JL [ < 5 q (*l>e +
(3.95)
,-t [ i(up-p - » ftt\ 4- £ it
+ zr / dt' x < s<? • i
r r'*f I  J
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One iteration of equation (3.95) gives
-1 / , t t-’
[£ -* i p . t  j*" <s„
4*o V * Jo (3.96)
C, (up.q ) -+ i (/- ^ ,K)J
or
- ~r ( I -  pic J- t Li •tu)r
- jl j' h
t- - *>
-----------------------< v « > ;  * « ( £ r j C3'97)
Since '/c w i{ I , one can now employ the secular approximation 
in (3.97) by assuming terms on the order of '/zu, are
negligible. This means that the sum over F ' and all 
succeeding terms in the iteration can be ignored. The 
time dependence of <£(f(_ic)')^ is then
(3-9e)
o




Since the values for < ^ C k)^ - are now known, all 
the possible (7ZCk)}'j are known. To see this, consider 
equation (3.64). Use the Wigner-Eckart theorem (A.5) to 
write
< TZ cac) > - El A  IF~‘> ( F W  liTtolJfO (3.100)
 ^ Wih1 ' \ '** ' Q At I





■ v* Q  iw
-  <fF*' I C*)
<F|| 5( fc ) I' P >
(3.101)
so that (3.100) can be written
<Ta M \ <?F W TCtf) HF> <pri\ at \F a*1 ><Fv*'I Sf*)\Fn*> 
i F U r(l<) I I ' *
(3.102)
< P II .SCk) HF>
For the Q = o  terms the solution for <TeL*)> is particularly 
easy. Sum (3.102) over F . Since T and f(<r' are indepen­
dent of F, (*0 will be a sum of two decays as is (3.88); 





r  4 F l l T (K) AF>  / . V  ^
2---------------- <TSC Ck)>p - —
? < f u sckvif) \ ±a6
t <F (in<) llp> - **,<




A similar procedure is to be followed for Qi-O terms. The 
answer, however, is much, more complicated as there is one 
time constant for each F . Typical observables of interest 
for d Tq 0<)) would be the nuclear polarisation < r > and the 
total atomic 'oolarization < p >
A Time Dependence of /Q
Since the ara hnown for all K and Q , the
density matri:: is also hnown. ’local 1 equations (3.G) and 
(3.7) which together imply
P t i-t) , z, <c (pp-)y ~r,( q l p f )
k <p
(3.104)
hence, since all (1^, (f f )}'j &rc  I:nov,*n from equation (3.77) 
for k- o and equation (3.102) for /c ^  o , in conjunc­
tion with either equation (3.30) for Q O or equation (3.0?) 
for Q i- O , the atomic density matri:: is completely 
specified for the given assumptions.
This method of finding time constants is quite
straightforward and assumes only the sane physical assu.mp-
2 0
tio.'.s that Grossetctc assumed. However, it is much more 
general. Th.e only additional assumptions made wore that 
electron spin not enter into th.e charge exchange collision 
and that both, nuclear and electronic spin be half integral. 
hit1', these assumptions, one car. find the time dependence of 
the expectation value of any angular momentum tensor operator
A specific example is given in Chapter
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CHAPTER IV
INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL RELAXATION MECHANISMS
FOR THE ATOMIC SYSTEM
In the previous chapter the evolution of the density
matrix for the atomic system due to charge exchange colli­
sions was derived. However, not only are the atoms inter­
acting with the ions by means of charge exchange collisions, 
but they are also affected by collisions with the walls and 
the buffer gas atoms and they interact with the pumping 
light. All these contributions must be included in some 
fashion into a master equation for the time evolution of the 
density matrix for the atomic system. Symbolically the 
atomic master equation becomes
where fJ, is as before
/J, -- ft:T.f s . 3 , % ,
and,as derived in the last chapter, is given by
with X  given by equation (3.14).
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1. Collisional Relaxation Mechanisms
Since random spin disorienting collisions, such as 
those with the wall or the buffer gas tend to drive the 
system to thermal equilibrium, the spin relaxation will be 
handled phenomenologically by assuming an exponential decay 
of the atomic polarization resulting in Bloch type equations<
The matrix elements of ££/ due to random collisions are
dt
therefore
= - ±  /*«> - — -— - 1  (4.2)   (PH I
d 'Cot-t-t J f o*\f
and
JL <FM I 
fe-
5 -J- < PM tf>, IF * ’> (4.3)
'toLCU f 6*
The diagonal density matrix elements all relax exponentially 
to Ctis + >> t’1'*, +t iJ 1 with the longitudinal relaxation time 
T, t where the small population differences between 
eigenstates of due to the Boltzman distribution at 
thermal equilibrium have been ignored. Note that the 
constant in equation (4.2) was chosen such that Ta, = 1 
as before. Since in thermal equilibrium there is no coherent 
precession of the spins about the z axis, the off diagonal 
density matrix elements relax to zero with the transverse 
relaxation time . To see that the Bloch equations
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result from equations (4,2) and (4,3), consider the time 
development of <F2> and <'F±> due to collisional relaxation 
alone. Since
< F* > = Ta f>t ~F (4.4)
and therefore
< ' ? ' >  -  Tyv d f i f  ( 4 * 5 )
*  77
one can write
i- <FZ') - - 7  <f > (4.6a)
dt h
and
77 <F±  ^ ' ~Z2 < (4.6b)
dt 77
£>■
Specifically for the case of diffusion to uncoated walls in 
the presence of a buffer gas at low pressure, Massnou-Seeuws 
and Bouchiat’*'^ have found that the spin relaxations is of the 
form
L  < ? , > *  ' 7  7  < 0  (4.7,
24However, as pointed out by Balling when the buffer gas 
pressure is low enough the wall collisions will dominate
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and the form of the spin relaxation will be as assumed in 
equations (4.6)
tribute the ground state populations. As a result there is
a ground state lifetime due to the pumping that depends on
the intensity of the incoming light and the lifetime of the
excited state. The light also tends to cause a slight
shift in the ground state energy levels due to virtual
absorption. A detailed theory of the interaction of the
light with an atom having no hyperfine structure using second
order time dependent perturbation theory can be found in
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Cohen-Tannoudji's thesis and in the articles by Barrat
4 9
and Cohen-Tannoudji. A summary of this work can be found
in Les Houches.^ Balling^ has performed a similar cal­
culation including the effect of the hyperfine structure. 
Using first order time dependent perturbation theory he 
derived the effect of the light for the case of D1 
absorption from an ground state, assuming complete re­
orientation of the excited state, constant pumping light 
intensity throughout the cell, and +\ absorption.
The results are the following: 
for the diagonal elements
2. Effect of the Pumping Light




and for the off-diagonal elements
The first term on the right hand side of equation (4.8)
is the result of the first order calculation for the effect
of the pumping light on a ground state sublevel. The
second term is due to the complete reorientation of the
excited state sublevels due to collisional mixing. The
actual population distribution due to excited state mixing
50is discussed by Franz and Franz, however, for ease in 
calculation, complete mixing is assumed here. The right 
hand side of equation (4.9) shows the evolution of the 
Zeeman coherence in the ground state due to the pumping plus 
a terra describing the shift due to virtual absorption.
The cross term between different hyperfine levels has been 
ignored because it is being assumed that
In equations (4.8) and (4.9) the following notation has 
been used
< Pfll f>tl F'n'> - p M 1 1 p M ' >
(4.10)
and






where U  is the fine structure constant ,-w/; the frequency 
of the light before being Doppler shifted, and 3? is pro­
portional to the dipole moment of the atom. It has been 
tacitly assumed that the two hyperfine components in the 
pumping radiation are equal in intensity.
3. Combined Effect
At this point one can include all of the effects 
into an atomic master equation. The equation for the 
diagonal elements is written
d. < F M l p , I F M> r -J. f ^ F M lp J j J j t l L *-
4t 1 T  L /' (2Z.+0
■* <fV|Z7, (lF+')(ZF"-hl) ( F £  p ") I j -
(-rv. £ f»'’ j I p* X' £  J J
■-f- [<'«,/>, 1 - l < F M , p / ,Fn






while for the off-diagonal elements the master equation 
becomes
J_ ■% JU0 U0 (M  -/ts} ') < F M  I /  r n  ' > —
d-t 1
! r- m  +1*1 "






+ < F n  I f ,  I F
Inspection of equations (4.12) and (4.13) will reveal that 
they are uncoupled; the evolution of a diagonal element 
depends only on other diagonal elements while the evolu­
tion of an off-diagonal element depends solely on other off- 
diagonal elements.
sider its solution for two observables of interest, the 
hyperfine level populations and the atomic polarization. 
For the hyperfine populations
Now that the full equation has been developed, con-






f 2.5 + 1) ( z x t + i)
a F-hi
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Similarly for the atomic polarization, defined to be
< ^ > p " £  n <Fn I fai> (4.16)
one finds that every term except the exchange term is 
straightforward. To evaluate the exchange term, reexpress
terms of its reduced matrix element and 
a 3-J symbol by using the VJigner-Eckart theorem, equation 
(A.5). Then using (A.16) one finds
dt '' ' ( - -  ) rp I
3.
T t
< F\>- — ..v
U l  4 I )
F L U -
Z p"
p + F"
•) U F-n)nF"+i) -f
U  r, + .) J
s f i , U
ir-")(F"+i)(zFV) [ r s  ' /(F''S ' J * F"
(FXF + 0(2F-tl)
Equations (4.15) and (4.17) are very difficult to solve 
because they contain higher powers of in the right hand 
side than on the left hand side. This is due to the ^  
dependence in the pumping terms
—  or j- 11 ?  HJja! ) (4.18)
Tr I **>+'} Tf I 2 r ,  + / j
in equations (4.12) and (4,13). In order to estimate the
effect of the pumping, circumvent this problem in the same 
24way as Balling by replacing the expression (4.18) by and 





r f +"*1 "
<rr- m to i p /-« > -  £  t-/ *
1 f'V*"
£  £
■* (7,£-K) < f " m * I ^  lt''"rt"'> (ZF-H)(ZF " -t<) *
I 21,+ 0
£4.19)






/p M I P I F M > 
I 1 (ZT.-tl)
and
tP H t f ,  I f M ' ) ’  ^  U 0 (M - M ') < f rt If, IF M ' >
dt






M  I, 
fx.i
where the energy shift term has been ignored in (4.20). 
Note that by using an effective pumping time Tp the equa­
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tions are again uncoupled. As one can see from inspection 
of equations (4.19) and (4.20) the effects of the additional 
relaxation mechanisms is to change the time constants.
For example, first consider the development of the hyper­
fine populations under the combined influences of charge 
exchange collisons, collisional relaxation, and the pumping 
light. By summing (4.19) over ** one finds
Again one finds a single time constant decay, however, the 
new time constant is different from the one previously 
found; it is smaller by the factor
under the sole effect of charge exchange collisions, it 
decayed with only one time constant t '( , equation (3.84).
Now, however, the time constant is
(4.21)
(4.22)
Now consider the observable <S^(k)) , Recall that
/ - 2T £2 p +
f TzT^FTj
5 p I, 
F- S  K
+  -  + J- (4.23)
The equations that follow equation (3.83) are then still 
valid in form but the following substitutions must be made 
for the two time constants T  and t-JK
Similarly for ° equation (3.99) becomes, using equation
(4.20)
+ f  + Tr'1 *
<^Q(ic)>. ' SSqitl), JL ' (4.25)
tv 0
Addition of the other relaxation mechanisms was 
found to shorten the decay time constants for the <T^ (k))>s ,
thereby altering the time dependence of the density matrix 
numerically but not in form. In order to study the effect 
of the charge exchange collisions care must be taken to 
keep the pumping light as weak as possible and therefore 
1irP as small as possible while still allowing the 
experiment to be performed. This will also make the effect 
of the assumption of an effective pumping time negligible 
as the pumping light will then have only a small effect on 
the density matrix. The size of the collisional relaxation 




ANALYSIS OF A NUCLEAR SPIN 3/2 SYSTEM
In the previous chapters general formulas were 
developed to find the time dependence of the multipole 
polarizations of an alkali atom under the following assump­
tions: (1) the polarization of the alkali ion be maintained 
at zero by means of a resonant r-f field, (2 ) the secular 
approximation is valid, and (3) there is no hyperfine 
coherence in the ground state. With these general formulas 
one can predict the time development of any specific angualr 
momentum operator in the system. In this chapter a specific 
example will be discussed and some of the formulas numerically 
evaluated.
8 7Take, for example Rb . This isotope has a nuclear
spin of 3/2. The S! ground state and Pi excited states
'2
therefore each have two F levels, F = i and t as was
shown in figure 5. First consider the time development of 
a hyperfine population <rP .
Under the influence of charge exchange collisions 
alone its time development is that of a single exponential 
as can be seen in equation (3.77). Assuming Mitchell and 
Fortson's^2 experimental setup as given in Chapter I, 
one can find the time constant to be
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i - V  <& -- j t /
or
r ^V-Y ms. (5.1)
\7here the charge exchange cross section was assumed to be
<^C e-7.l x to 'cv* and the Rb ion density 1 0 ^  ions/cc..
The average value of the velocity was found from kinetic 
51theory.
J? (LT ( I  ^_L ) H.t v toH c«. /see.
J 7r \ M a  Hu- I
Note that as expected this frequency is much smaller than
9 24either the hyperfine frequency ("‘'6.8x10 Hz.) or the 
Zeeman frequency ( 7 . 0 x 1 0 ^  I-Iz.). Thus the secular approxi­
mation is obviously valid in this case. Uhen other effects 
are included, the charge exchange frequency is increased 
slightly, but not so that it is at all comparable with the 
Zeeman frequency. If one assumes that the leading correction 
to t is that due to wall collisions, the new time constant
9
is found to be
2 - - - 1 + 1  -s 2>o.} H*.
r
or
T  ' =■ 3 3 .  2. (5.2)
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The effect is approximately a 3% decrease in the time constant.
The approximation that is valid here since
43Ts 1 o°c , ~ 3 o  Te«K . With these numbers and
taken from Bernheim6'1', one finds
i .  -
- t /. 0(o x fO,a c>.2 X /0~2 c*,-1) ( /. V x/oS C>* /Jfc, )
c c .
r 9. 2 * /0 '2 H i
So
S*s (5.3)
which is an order of magnitude larger than . The
pumping time is assumed to be kept large by keeping the 
intensity of the incoming light low.
As an example of the effects of the charge exchange 
collisions on the density matrix elements, assume that 
initially the atoms were oriented by means of light and 
therefore are in the stretched state
! F n >  - >2 (5 4)imrtAL \ /
The initial density matrix is then
J?2. ^  ^ - 2. (5-5)
Since the effects of other mechanisms have been shown to be 
small, ignore them here and use the formulas developed in
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chapter III. All times will be given in milliseconds.
With the above assumptions, the two hyperfine 
populations evolve using equation (3.77) as
<?> ! t,-x j
(5.6)
As expected the population of the lower hyperfine level
increases in time so that <T+ light may again be absorbed
from the incoming beam.
Next consider the evolution of <■ 3* > , ^ ^  > ( and
<':ra> . Since according to equation (3.102) and
depend on < J , one must know < >p . From equation
4*0 £' o
(3.64)
< s i X  - Z  < F " ( A  <FH'i SitFh'y (5 7)
4:0 m W  iMiTiti
But from equation (5.5) this becomes
<■**>? - 5 I Sj !ZH > SF2 (5.8)
t- o
Use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem (A.5) gives
’ ( A  0 ’ )  <’ " • > » * >
i* a i
(5.9)
The 3-J symbol can be found in Edmonds and the reduced
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matrix element can be found from equations (A.29) and (A.26) 
to be ~fW• As a result one finds
By summing equation (5.10) over F one immediately finds
* ±=o 2
as expected since the initial state is the stretched state. 
In order to find the evolution of i^'3.>one needs to know t  1 . 
Recall equation (3.84)
1 - 1 ri -  l (zp+,}' I s pj:> Y  1 
t- - zr L 1 f I ? * « J J
K ^
Specifically for Rb®7 and it - / , (5.12) gives
J- - I r 1 _ T~ (2. F +1 l '/■>- f Z 7 _ s~ 1
L Fit H f f= ^  / / J ' 8 ' ?
so




Using equations (3.83), (5.11), and (5.13), one finds for <5^ .)
- Vr*-
< ^ > =  J- ^  (5.14)
Equation (3.88) and the above information also give the time
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evolution of the which are needed to find and
and
(5.15b)
The combination of equations (5.15) with (3.102) and (A.26) 
for the reduced matrix elements gives
<f /=*>, - - H <^a>, (5.16a)
and
< F i>! '' ^ (5.16b)
or combining the above
< F * > =  V [ <**>.]
( 5 a 7 )- Z
3
Again the disorienting effect of the charge exchange colli­
sions can be seen. Initially - 2 . Due to the charge
exchange collisions, it then decays to zero with two time 
constants. This is the same effect that occurs in spin
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exchange collisions^.
Finally consider the evolution of . Using
equations (A.30) and (A.26) for the reduced matrix elements, 
one finds




If the above two equations are added together, one finds 
that their sum is just < F 4 > as it should be.
In summary the three polarizations are
-
= k  e*
„ -fc/j * y - * /-rr ]
< tt3> - */£ C. *f & jl J
87The example of Rb initially in the stretched ground 
state clearly shows the expected one and two time constant 
decays for the various polarizations. One can also see the 
single decay time for the hyperfine populations. Note that 
its time decay is different from the one for (.5^ ) . The time 
decay of higher order operators can also be found by using 





The scattering matrix for resonant charge exchange 
collisions between ions and their parent nuclei was found 
assuming slow collisions and taking into account the 
identity of the nuclei. The equations governing the charge 
exchange process were seen to be very similar to those 
governing electron spin exchange collisions except for the 
complications arising from identical nuclei and higher 
order spin. Comparison with charge exchange cross sections 
for zero nuclear spin showed that the scattering matrix 
derived here is a generalization of the known form for the 
zero nuclear spin charge exchange scattering cross section.
Once the scattering matrix was known, the effect 
of the charge exchange collisions on various multipole 
polarizations and therefore the atomic density matrix was 
found assuming the secular approximation, no hyperfine 
coherence in the ground state, and <7^  IZ^XJ) * JK£> Jq o • 
The general form for the time development of the polariza­
tions was seen to be quite simple and a great deal of 
latitude was given for the choice of angular momentum 
observable. The characteristic two time constant decay 
was found for <'^ e> and and ^  , however, de­
cayed with only single time constants. As was seen in 
Chapter V, numerical results involved simple evaluation of
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angular momentum coupling coefficients. In Chapter IV the 
effects of other relaxation mechanisms were considered and 
seen to have only a small effect for the chosen experimental 
conditions.
The scattering matrix found in Chapter II was used
here for the specific problem of finding the time dependence
of the atomic density matrix, assuming the initial conditions
are ?:nown. A further possible calculation would be to find
the effect of a strong constant magnetic field instead of
a weak field. One could also calculate the line shape and
frequency shift for the equilibrium signal as was done in 
14BHP for spin exchange collisions. The formalism used 
here could be used to analyze further the decay of the 
density matrix due to spin exchange collisions. Finally, 
it is hoped that this analysis would allow for quantitative 
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In this appendix many relationships for spherical
tensor operators are given with indications of their
derivations. Spherical tensor operators are defined to
be those tensors which transform under rotation as the
spherical harmonics do. For a rotation of © of the frame
of reference about the direction ■>> ( the following relation-
52ship from Edmonds is true for these operators:
R T qU ) R ' ‘ - Z t rQ, (X) (Z) (A.l)
7 0
with IZ ~ jz and / (/?) - K K Q ' l R l K Q )
Q Q
Tq ( k ) is any tensor operator of rank K and component <3. . 
By assuming a small angle of rotation, one can derive the 
commutation relations of the tensor operators with total 
angular momentum CT* :
£ ST Ta’U} < « Q' I?'-£  I
. . Q1or specifically
C  T  ( * ) ]  -  Q  T v ( £ )
(A.2)
£ j Tq (K)'] - 1 K(K + - Q (.4±n '
Since the tensor operators can be expressed as a 
linear combination of outer products of angular momentum 
eigenvectors I S  M y  (the standard expansion of operators
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v/hich are angular momentum dependent), one can choose 
either the or a normalized set of spherical
tensor operators as a basis for expanding an arbitrary 
operator. For example, consider the operator R  . One 
would normally write
ft - Z  IStlXs'M'l (A.3)
J'r*'
The operator R can also be expressed in terms of the 
normalized spherical tensor operators tKq (TJ') as
^ J  ^ (A.4)
/r (j
where prematurely using equation (A.8 ) it can be seen that
7* f* T* irr) I
which from (A.9) and (A.11) is seen to be
a  (j-j1) = z  .f-j3" (r K J u ' n y
* 9 ( -  ' v> Q  fY\ j
Note that, as in Chapter III, Tt< (W'l is a basis
spherical tensor operator while (k) is an arbitrary
spherical tensor operator of rank K and component <?
In each case ft was expressed in terms of a sum of basis 
operators weighted by an expansion coefficient. One 
advantage of using the q basis instead of
is that the TK ^  formalism naturally yields the multi­
pole moments of the operators, thereby making the applica­
tion of physical assumptions to the problem at hand more
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transparent analytically. This is the reason they are 
used here.
Following is a list of formulas for the spherical
tensor operators. They can all be proved using basic rela-
52tionships and standard references, such as Edmonds and
53Brink and Satchler. It is useful to note that
t,+,) v, +. r + ^  _i- f(~) e' , but t-> zp (_-) . por
this reason, powers of -1 that add to an integer are 
bracketed. Two such square brackets can be added or sub­
tracted as desired but the relative signs of terms within 
a bracket may not be altered.
To find the linking equation between the two bases, 
express TH ^  in terms of > o'/w'/ :
Tk (0 7') -  2T I f t f  > <3' M'J I Tk I J ’H ' >
/VI m ' T
Due to the transformation properties of the fK ^ 's , the 
geometrical ( <5 dependence) and physical { K dependence)
of their matrix elements can be computed independently of 
each other and then multiplied together. This is known 
as the Wigner-Eckart theorem:
< S H I  Ta(x) (-) * / T K J' ) < Til T(k)UJ’>
I ' * * " ' /  (A.5)
Then
TKq fJJ1) - r  ( (->
>vj fVl
H TLk) II j  ')
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The reduced matrix element <j n TliOllJ') is a normalization 
constant in this case which can be freely chosen. This is 
usually accomplished by assuming that the 7 ^  's obey 
some sort of orthogonality relationship:
7~/l 1kq (J,Jz ^ ~ <3 Mi TKq (JJt ) T^ .q, (J3
* S M
_ ( c ( A I < II T(K)H J Z>12 
- k k' q q ’  zjTTl--------
where Edmonds (3.7.8) was used:
r  uj3-h) ( J . 33){t ' ^  ** )= 6
3«3 I r / (Yij/ \ m ' rw^  m 3 J%
22 (7j, + / ) / J.
rvi, rvi t o-i, m 3 I \ m  i rv\t y"j'VI3 V-»
The normalization chosen here is
~ s^,J3 ^kk' <f ' (A.8 )
so choose < 3^ I T(k) IIJ^  ) — T 2 K + > ' . Care must be
taken when using other references. For example, Martin and 
54Spearman have the following normalization relationship 
for the T,((f 'j with total angular momentum T  :
__ i- H T-t! , <
Ttf' <? ' 2 <p ~ 2. K + I lrl<> 9 <5> '
Once the normalization is defined and therefore the reduced















One can invert this relationship to show, using (A.6)
J--M
I T h  >< J ’n'l - r
K<3
VT*77 (A.10)
Using the symmetry properties of the 3-J symbol, one finds
/f(J ' k -<?
The identity element is found from its definition
I ( J )  -  £  t J - M >  < T  M l
r-i
By noting Edmonds (3.7.9)
I t  j ' © \ j tfj-j-
( M -H' 0 I f~2T+l ^  (A.12)
and using (A.7), one finds
X  (J) - h  j-*'" Cj-J") (A.13)
Now that the basic properties are known, it would 
be useful to find more complicated properties. First con­
sider finding the trace of any number of 7"^  '_*• , The
trace of one T t< Q is
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Tn. Tk„ (3-, j o  = r - u  Tk„ ( 3 , J , ) X  <J-1 -  4 . x ,  <*„<, <*«•
q (A.14)
The trace of the product of two 7^  's is given by equation 
(A.8 ). In order to find traces of more than two 7*^ 's 
multiplied together, one must eventually reduce the number 
of T^c '$ to two T,f<?'s so that (A,8 ) may be used. It is 
therefore necessary to know how to express a product of 
two TKfl 'jt in terms of the basis set ( '■*).
+ J* + QJ
(T'Jz ) \ f x (?1Jy) = *
(A.15)
* T k<j (T, ( Z I C - H ) ' K  ] ( A  ^  *
* ~ f i 'fa Q I * j
To find this, express each of the TVq on the left hand
side in terms of standard notation using (A.9). Then use
(A.10) and the following formula from Edmonds to reconstruct
the right hand side in terms of the 1~K Q * j  :
1. U ) | l i , i ] :  Z
»>, Ms) \ J , Jtt J5 ) W x M s  *
(A.16)
One can therefore reexpress any product of 7 ^  j in terms of 
a lesser number of them by repeated application of (A.15).
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Another desired correspondence is that relating
momentum is a sum of angular momenta. For example, if 
F  ~ ~I + J* / then
where j> - [ -t- t< - F, 1 + f ~ T z, + + 0.3
in both (A.17) and (A.18).
The derivation of (A.17) relies upon the fact that 
IF ft > — 21 I rvi /v\ m T ft - I F- M
I |^ 1X  -  2 T  I F  n o >  < F  M  I ft^ KVtj ]>





< ( I F - < F ft I rvij _ (_ )




Also used in the derivation was the following relationship 
from Brink and Satchler:
useful to know how to express these angular momentum 
operators in terms of the TK ^  'j as they appear in the 
Hamiltonian of the system. Therefore consider the follow-
n? — > —J> .—5
ing four operators: t , J , J, and JT-J" . The coordinate
system used is the spherical tensor coordinate system as these 
naturally yield the spherical tensor operators.
(A.20)
By using (A.6) and the 9-J orthogonality relationship 
from Edmonds (A,21) on (A.17), one gets (A,18).
i^i 1 w
(A.21)





A vector operator ft can then be expanded as
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/9* = L  c * A a with = e -ft (a.24)
$ * T f t
Since the particular angular momentum operators are them­
selves spherical tensor operators, then one can use the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem (A.5) to find the matrix elements.
For example
F*- Z e *  Z  < F I f ] IF s»y tFr»'XF/*\>%   Z’ rVI/Vi
(A.25)
- Z e * £  I 1 F M  F 11F l,F ^  IF fyi' ><
 ^ ' \ m ? /V’ I?
From Edmonds
< F ' II F I F > = <£plp ■/F(F + i)liF + / )' (A.26)
So, using (A.7) and (A.10,) one finds
F ~ Z  e* T.jFP)\F(F+f)(2-F+i) (A.27)<T  F f~F(F +,)(2.F+I 1
1 1 * j 3
Similarly, j: ■ 7* is
J'-T ^ i J XJ
(A.28)
- 27 - [ f <f -*i)-x (h i )-7ij+oJ FT f + T 1 TO 0 (f f )
F X ' ") ■ ' j
To find X  and T  , one must know how to 
find their reduced matrix elements. To do this, one needs 
one of the following two formulas from Edmonds:
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For TUc) acting only on part 1 of a compound
system
~3, -t y  ■+ k
(A.29)
*  1(1 T + Oi JJV/) l d ' T  ' ^  ] c P ' j /  l/T(K)ll y  J, >
It  i, k J
or for 1~(K) acting only on part 2 of a compound
system
J, + Jx +  T  ■+ K
( V ' h d J  T '  \ \ T L K ) l i  =  (.-) *
*1( 27+1)127 "vo j J"'?, 1 <Jr,^ ,l\T(K)l/ > (A.30)
I T  1t K )
Following the same method as was indicated in the deriva- 
tion of (A.27) , one finds for IZT and J ;
I* - T  © X(r) - 27 & * T,„ (Ff‘) <F II JT HF>
rl * ? rf
(A.31)
£+-t+f+> / , ^
Xf(FF'){ X F / r J j UFH)(2F‘-H)X(^>)(*Z+0
and
T* =  X(£) <S>T = £  ef* 2T 77,  ^  // J ~II f  >.
1 1 ?f ' t f f




The remaining formulas in this appendix will just 
be stated as they are taken from other sources. First, 
when one of the angular momenta is zero, several of the 
formulas will simplify. To see this one needs (A.12) for 
the 3-J symbol,
° h  ) 1(2^4 I) llfo+O'
for the 6-J symbol and
M ________________( d H ds d )  (A.34)
i ( 2-j +! ) l 2 3~ 4 l)' L j 2.
for the 9-J symbol.
Useful in the derivation of the operator is the follow­
ing formula from Brink and Satchler:
Also used in the body of the text are the following sum 
formulas for the 6-J symbols:
Jz J>-L M  d, d„ 7 I - T  t-) ^Z 1- |  (izj d, 1 , ^  J h)
1)fi d's i J ' dy d  3 > v ^ $ 11 yd3 dr.
(A.36)
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l (2j+/)tzi "h-0 ( ^' 1z 3 II 
£  J  U ,  J z  J  J  I .J , A z I o'3‘
(A.37)
In conclusion it should be noted that when the two 
arguments of the ~JkQ ‘s are the same, they can be expressed 
in terms of that angular momentum to give the standard 
multipole operators from quantum mechanics. These relation­
ships are given in Table A.l taken from Ambler, Eisenstein 
55and Schooley for the first few orders. Their papers
also indicate how to take the trace of products of angular
55 56momentum matrices. ' Note that the entire table can be 
constructed by assuming that
T K±« lTT) " (r ^
Then use equations (A.2) to find the other tensors of the
same rank. The normalization is found from equation
(A.8).
Other useful angular momentum formulas can be found
in the standard texts mentioned in the beginning. Tables
of 3-J and 6-J symbols as well as a summary of basic formulas
can be found in the book by Rotenberg, Bivins, Metropolis,
5 7and t/ooten. A few of the 7~Kq formulas can be found
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t a b l e : a .1
y«o - ~ (2 *^" 
y,o = i (
yzo= \ (^)k (3zl'rl) 
yiti--  ^( ^ ^ - i i )1 
y 3o=
^ ± 1* + 6 ( w)i (5il-rl'|(xl i4)
M h f
y 313 i * g (x ±




° 4 3 7i‘-T(TW)}
(I)"1 <*• ( T* )
tt>{ s3;1->317(z«ii+t»3 
=f(i’lia3H(T,l7'i + 7,7.7,--XT,1) 
~&± T* ^T!7-.71 + 7 ;Jt1)) 
g)taJ[j.Ttl +Tt7,71 ♦ 7^7,3
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in Rose and in Appendix A of a paper by Happer and




Many times in physics the energy E of an atom due to 
its Hamiltonian alone is so much greater than that due to 
relaxation effects, that terms on the order of 3  can• L I te
be judiciously dropped from the differential equation 
governing the time development of various operators.
For example, since the density matrix is an ordered 
set of numbers, one can write its matrix elements in the 
form of a vector. The equation for the time development of 
the density matrix is a first order differential equation. 
Therefore consider the time development of a vector / X(e)') 
which obeys the following equation
i - / XU)) - R(t) / x(t)) ,
dt lD*1}
A scalar derivation of the physical meaning of the secular
approximation is given in Appendix I of Barrat and Cohen-
49Tannoudji's paper. Assume that in some sense (to be shown 
in equation (B.17))that the time dependent part of F}(-k) 
contributes a small amount so that ft can be written as
Pi (i) ' -f 7\ 31-i) (B.2 )
where $0is the time independent part of Pi and A represents
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the "size" associated with 3(t) . To find / XU)~)> 
it in terms of powers of X and solve by iteration,
So, to zeroth order
d_ I
dt
Assume that f\0 can be diagonalized so that
$ a I y - <* /  <* >
Then
d_ /XU)>& ~ £  * /« ><« I X H O t
d-t
If the inner product of (B.6) is taken with Ifiy ,
—  /3 < fit X U O o
d-t.











Since the zeroth order solution is now known, the first order 
solution can be found in terms of it:
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d_ /*/£)>, ■= ft0 /*{£)>,+ 8(t)/X(t)\
d* (B.9)
Taking the inner product of (B.9) with /«<) results in
-  o< <<X/XftJ'> f Z  <* / S (*) I A > < -  «  j Kft)>c 
' fb 1 1





Z  sL [ £■ tct/Xto) 1= Z  (B.12)
J-L ' P
or, using (B.8 )
CetfxU)}' = x  I <«! X /o}>, ~h
(B.13)
+ t <(3>/X(o»0 j  &  JL <-< IZU')!
To evaluate the integral, assume that &(t) can be expanded in
a Fourier series with no n=0 term as the constant part of 
ft It) was relegated to ft0
-a in Ct> t-
' Z  * & (B.14)
r); - «o
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The prime on the summation sign indicates the lack of an 
n=C term. Using B.14) in (B.13,) one finds
< c < i  Yfa}>,
(B.15)
>1 L /3  ^ot + V >i "2-r
Inclusion of both the zeroth order and first order in lx(£)>
gives
oi-t f
Ixa)')- Z  jl /«> I <*/X(o>y -t
__ r  -j > ( b . 1 6 )
+ 2- ^  / x7<u>0 <w l 3„ l/3> A \jl - 11
^ L in t v J J
The secular approximation consists of saying that
*
(b - at ~t- i n  to
< <  I (B.17)
Since >i cannot equal zero and o( can equal /3 for (B.17) to 
be true for all terms, is must be large compared to the 
other time constants in the problem, which have the same 
order of magnitude as A . For example, in equation (3.44) A  
can be associated with '(% and ur with differences of hyper- 
fine or Zeeman frequencies. Since the hyperfine frequency 
is on the order of 1 0 ^  Hz. and the Zeeman frequency 
is on the order of 10^ Hz., the secular approximation can 
be used since Yr turns out to be less than the order of 100 
Hz. The same argument holds for the derivation of equation 
(3.98) .
